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INTRODUCTION

The Trump administration has consistently taken actions that silence or undermine science. But government disregard for science is not new. Other branches of government—particularly Congress—have harmed the scientific endeavor in recent years.

Congress plays a critical role in how science is funded, conducted, and viewed by the public—something it has not always handled well. While Congress has done vital work towards protecting and furthering scientific research, it can also wield its authority in ways that threaten free scientific inquiry and research.

In numerous instances, Congressional committees have overstepped their boundaries, abused their powers, and wasted taxpayer dollars attacking science and scientists. Instead of using investigative powers to resolve problems, the oversight powers have been used as a political tool to further the agenda of oil, gas, and mining interests.

Once a limited tool, the committee subpoena power has been overused, diluting its impact. Investigations based on unfounded or fabricated claims have turned into harassment of scientific agencies and individual scientists. Committee hearings, especially those that relate to climate science, have not always addressed their stated purpose. Instead, they have served as platforms for scientists representing a minority opinion to present a false narrative of the scientific consensus on climate change.

These actions undermine committees’ essential oversight authority, distract from Congress’s valuable pro-science work, contribute to false narratives on the science surrounding climate change, abortion, and other contentious issues, and endanger scientists. Such activities also have a chilling effect on research in these fields and cast doubt on research findings that may potentially save lives. These actions span political lines, with both Democrats and Republicans guilty of some of the same behaviors.

Our research reveals that the 116th Congress, in session from January 3, 2019 to January 3, 2021, has been less destructive and more pro-science than other terms. Yet the structural issues in Congress remain, and these issues must be resolved to protect the integrity of the scientific endeavor.

---

1 Sabin Center for Climate Change Law and the Climate Science Legal Defense Fund, Silencing Science Tracker, https://climate.law.columbia.edu/Silencing-Science-Tracker
Misuse of the Unilateral Subpoena Power

While there has been a long history of congressional committees showing disregard for scientific findings, changes in 2015 made it far easier for bad actors to act unconstrained in this regard. At the beginning of the 114th Congress, several House committees adopted new rules giving their chairs the authority to issue subpoenas without a vote. Prior to this, only limited congressional committees possessed a unilateral subpoena power, with most requiring a full committee vote to issue a subpoena. Among the committees that adopted this expanded power for the 114th Congress were the Energy and Commerce, Judiciary, Financial Services, and Science, Space, and Technology Committees. Democrats were critical of the decision, fearing it would lead to widespread abuses of power, but Republican committee leaders saw it as a valuable tool for the pursuit of their political agendas.

The new powers were in fact misused, most notably by Lamar Smith (R-TX), then-chair of the House Committee on Science, Space and Technology (Science Committee). Rep. Smith issued 25 subpoenas during the 114th Congress—the period of time between January 2015 and January 2017—more subpoenas than that committee had previously issued in its entire 54-year history.

Investigation into NOAA

Among the targets of Smith’s subpoenas was the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), which endured a years-long attack over false claims that it had manipulated climate data for an article published in Science magazine. Rep. Smith subpoenaed NOAA for all of the records related to this article, but NOAA refused to comply with most of the requests, claiming compliance would chill free communication among scientists. The subpoenas enraged the Science Committee’s Democratic members and also drew significant media attention; major scientific societies also argued these requests would impair open scientific discussion and would discourage scientists from researching issues with policy implications.
The initial subpoena effort lost steam in spring 2016, but in 2017, the NOAA paper once again drew the interest of the committee following later-discredited claims by a former NOAA scientist that the study had violated scientific integrity guidelines and publishing standards. These claims prompted Rep. Smith to issue new subpoenas to NOAA. NOAA did disclose some records in response to Smith’s request, but with no factual basis for the committee’s allegations, the inquiry went nowhere.

Even though Smith’s efforts were unsuccessful, the damage to NOAA was still significant. In addition to being forced to litigate a related Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) case—which NOAA ultimately won—the investigations wasted countless hours of NOAA employee time that should have been spent on the agency’s actual scientific work. The widespread publication of false allegations that NOAA manipulated data may have also harmed the public’s trust and faith in the agency’s research and in climate science more broadly.

Investigation into State Actions

In 2015, the Attorneys General (the AGs) of New York and Massachusetts began investigating whether Exxon Mobil had downplayed climate change risks in communications with investors, in ways that were contradictory to the results of their internal scientific research and were in violation of state laws. The AGs subpoenaed Exxon for records related to their internal research, as well as records detailing their funding of external groups working to dispute the scientific evidence of climate change. The AGs’ efforts angered members of the Science Committee who claimed they were concerned about the First Amendment rights of the Exxon Mobil corporation. (It is worth noting that Exxon and other fossil fuel companies were generous donors to these committee members, including Rep. Smith.)

To address these concerns, the committee launched an investigation into the investigations and issued subpoenas to seventeen attorneys general and eight non-governmental organizations (together with several other groups known as the Green 20), seeking all communications related to the Exxon investigations.

---

11 As the congressional investigation lost steam, the conservative group Judicial Watch picked up the matter and issued FOIA requests for documents related to the publication of the paper. NOAA refused to turn over the documents, claiming they were protected by the deliberative process exemption to FOIA. Following a legal battle, NOAA ultimately prevailed in the D.C. District Court in August 2017.


16 This initial group also included the U.S. Virgin Islands, but they later withdrew their subpoena.


There was no legal precedent for this action; the subpoenas represented the first time congressional committee subpoenas were issued to state attorneys general in their official capacity. Rep. Smith's position was that the AGs' investigations violated the company's First Amendment right to fund and conduct scientific research free from intimidation and threats of prosecution. However, the AGs maintained that their investigations were based on a question of fraud under state law—which falls firmly under a state AG's jurisdiction—since the issue was whether Exxon deliberately misrepresented the results of their research to shareholders. The Science Committee served several rounds of subpoenas on the group, and in each case the parties refused to comply, claiming that the committee lacked the jurisdiction to conduct such an investigation into state actions. Faced with the refusal to cooperate and the backlash due to the lack of legal precedent, Smith and the other committee Republicans held a committee hearing in September 2016, "Affirming Congress' Constitutional Oversight Responsibilities: Subpoena Authority and Recourse for Failure to Comply with Lawfully Issued Subpoenas." The hearing did little to further their argument and focused on the First Amendment claims. Smith and the committee even attempted, unsuccessfully, to expand the investigation by subpoenaing the Securities and Exchange Commission for documents related to its own investigation of Exxon's climate disclosures.

Ultimately the Science Committee was never able to obtain the records it sought via these subpoenas and was forced to drop the matter. However, this level of committee overreach set a dangerous precedent. Congress cannot exercise oversight over state actions. State attorneys general are elected officials of state governments and are not subject to federal oversight or control. Congress has oversight power that goes hand-in-hand with its power to legislate, but it does not have oversight authority over actions that fall outside its legislative authority.

Of course, while Rep. Smith and the Science Committee have provided numerous examples of misuse of the unilateral subpoena power, especially in the science context, they are not the only instances where unilateral subpoena power was abused. The McCarthy hearings of the 1940s and 1950s are another famous example where a single Congressperson, Joe McCarthy (R-WI) used unilateral subpoenas to engage in partisan witch hunts; more recently, Darrell Issa (R-CA), was accused of using over 100 unilateral subpoenas in an "endless pursuit of scandal."
While these examples highlight how the unilateral subpoena power has been abused, there are also situations where this power may be helpful. Perhaps not surprisingly, Democrats on the Science Committee chose to retain it in the 116th Congress convened in January 2019. The Science Committee did slightly modify the power by adding a requirement that the committee chair notify the ranking member of the intent to issue a subpoena, ideally at least 24 hours prior to the issuance. In fact, Democrats on all committees chose to keep the unilateral subpoena power, despite their initial opposition to expanding it in 2015, and they were commended for using it less frequently.  

Both parties need to remain cognizant that it is a tool of last resort and that repeated, excessive, and potentially unconstitutional use of the subpoena power greatly lessens its impact and effectiveness. This is due in part to the very nature of Congressional subpoenas themselves—enforcement of Congressional subpoenas is lengthy and time-consuming process, each step of which requires a greater level of political commitment. Wasting a critical and powerful tool on fishing expeditions sets a poor precedent, makes enforcement more difficult, and lessens the incentives for responding to a subpoena during a valid committee investigation.

### Committee Investigations of Individual Scientists

The abuse of the subpoena power illustrates that committees can be willing to overstep their authority in an attempt to further their investigations. But it is not just corporations or federal agencies that can become the targets of these abuses of power. Committees have also been guilty of using congressional investigations to target individuals, such as scientists working in fields like climate science where their research findings are the subject of political disagreement (and may also be contrary to the interest of powerful donors from industries such as oil and coal).

An early example of these committee witch hunts came in 2005 with the House Energy and Commerce Committee (the Energy Committee), chaired by Joe Barton (R-TX). Rep. Barton began investigating climate scientists Raymond Bradley, Michael Mann, and Malcolm Hughes, authors of 1998 and 1999 studies that showed Earth’s temperature was dramatically increasing in light of fossil fuel use. A plot of their data—known as the “hockey stick” because it shows how Earth’s temperature remained nearly consistent before shooting up dramatically in the 20th century—was published in the IPCC Third Assessment Report, Climate Change 2001. Some other researchers claimed the findings were flawed which prompted The Wall Street Journal to publish a February 2005 front page article about claims of methodological flaws and data errors in the Mann et al. study.


26 The two most outspoken critics were self-appointed climate researchers, Stephen McIntyre (a retired mining promoter) and Ross McItrick (an economist). Coby Beck, The Hockey Stick is Broken – Well, No... But Who’s Playing Hockey Anyway?, GRIST, Dec. 17, 2006, [https://grist.org/article/the-hockey-stick-is-broken/](https://grist.org/article/the-hockey-stick-is-broken/)[https://perma.cc/J7EZ-H4BR]
That article in turn drew the attention of Rep. Barton and his fellow committee member Ed Whitfield (R-KY). They called for an investigation, which was met with a negative reaction from the press, the scientific community, and even other House Republicans. Despite the backlash, Barton moved ahead and commissioned a team led by Edward Wegman, a statistician from George Mason University, to conduct an analysis of the data used by Mann. Wegman's report was released in July 2006 and claimed that Mann's findings were flawed; Wegman's report itself was later discredited. At the same time, the Republican-led Science Committee convened an independent panel to prepare its own report. This peer-reviewed Science Committee report was published in July 2006 and supported the findings of Mann et al. Following the report's publication, Science Committee Chair Sherwood Boehlert (R-NY) spoke out about the need for Congress to handle scientific disputes by turning to scientists who will use the proper scientific methods to inform them.

Barton's investigation also paved the way for a later investigation by the Virginia Attorney General and, after that failed, a Virginia Freedom of Information Act brought by the American Tradition Institute (ATI), a conservative think tank, seeking almost all of Mann's emails from his time working at the University of Virginia. While a court ultimately found that the University of Virginia could protect the records, it was a lengthy and costly legal battle. As a result of all of these investigations, which were ultimately shown to be baseless, Mann was the victim of slurs against his work and even threats of violence in addition to the legal costs incurred. The level of scrutiny Mann faced was unprecedented and impacted both his ability to work on his own research and also had a chilling effect on other scientists studying climate change.

The Senate has also been home to overreaching committee investigations of scientists. Following the manufactured scandal termed “Climategate”—where thousands of emails and documents belonging to leading climate researchers were hacked, stolen, and misrepresented online—the Senate Environmental and Public Works minority published a report in February 2010, listing the names of scientists involved and accusing them of manipulating data to reach preconceived conclusions, threatening journal editors, and even committing criminal acts. Despite the fact that multiple other investigations found no evidence of misconduct by these scientists, the publication of even one damning congressional report can have a chilling effect on scientific research. Scientists’ professional reputations can damaged by these misinformation campaigns and responding to inquiries takes them away

---


28 This panel, the Committee on Surface Temperature Reconstructions for the Past 2,000 Years, was assembled by the National Research Council. See Natural Research Council, *Surface Temperature Reconstructions for the Past 2,000 Years*, THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES PRESS, 2006, https://www.nap.edu/catalog/11676/surface-temperature-reconstructions-for-the-last-2000-years [https://perma.cc/VA9V-YYEE]


from their research. Some may even become reluctant to work in certain fields of study or on topics that could attract political attention for fear of similar repercussions. The Climategate investigations were also blamed for fueling a spike in hate mail and a large increase in the number of politically motivated Freedom of Information Act made to the scientists named in the report. Some even received threats of violence against themselves and their families.  

While Climategate and the resulting investigations may have attracted the most press attention, they are not the only personal attacks on scientists. Some scientists have even found themselves in the unfortunate position of being the target of congressional committee inquiries on more than one occasion. Linda Birnbaum, the former director of the National Institutes of Health's National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS), found herself targeted by the Science Committee on two separate occasions. The first investigation in March 2017 concerned grants and contracts made between NIEHS and the Ramazzini Institute, an independent international science academy that conducts cancer research, which Smith alleged had inappropriately been awarded as much as $92 million of NIEHS grant money and “funneled” as much as $315 million in grant money to Ramazzini Fellows. This investigation went nowhere but gained significant media attention, especially in the conservative press.

Despite (or perhaps because) of his inability to pin any wrongdoing on Birnbaum, Smith targeted her again in January 2018, calling for a congressional investigation into whether she had violated anti-lobbying laws by co-authoring an article for the journal *PLoS Biology* about federal regulation of toxic chemicals. Birnbaum and her co-author concluded the article by writing, "Closing the gap between evidence and policy will require that engaged citizens, both scientists and nonscientists, work to ensure our government officials pass health-protective policies based on the best available scientific evidence." Smith claimed this sentence was a deliberate attempt to influence people to act for policy change. In a letter to the Inspector General of Health and Human Services, Smith alleged that urging people to work with government officials for policy change violated anti-lobbying laws that prohibit the use of federal funds to engage in grassroots lobbying. Despite initial publicity, it does not appear that the investigation ever actually moved forward and the legal consensus was that Birnbaum's statement was too general to rise to the level of grassroots lobbying. Yet due to

---


35 Defined as all "communications by executive officers directed to members of the public at large or particular segments of the general public, intended to persuade them in turn to communicate with their elected representatives on some issue of concern to the executive." William P. Barr, **Constraints Imposed by 18 U.S.C. § 1913 on Lobbying Efforts**, *MEMORANDUM OPINION FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL*, Sep. 28, 1989, https://www.justice.gov/file/24326/download [https://perma.cc/KT7L-G2MM]

Birnbaum’s high-profile position, the investigation received significant media coverage. She later shared that, following Rep. Smith’s investigations, there was an (unsuccessful) attempt to fire her, she was denied salary increases, and her science communications work was heavily scrutinized.37

While these instances of targeting individuals have come from Republicans, the Democrats are also guilty of using committee investigations to unfairly target individuals. The best known example came in 2015 when Raul Grijalva (D-AZ), then the House Natural Resources Committee minority chair, attempted to gain access to funding sources and correspondence for climate researchers who had testified before the committee. Following a February 2015 article in The New York Times that exposed financial links between the fossil fuel industry and one of those scientists, Wei-Hock Soon, Grijalva sent letters to seven universities demanding information about funding sources as well as communications related to the preparation of public testimony for several outspoken “climate skeptics.” Public reaction criticized the request for records related to preparation of public testimony, as these records could consist of frank debate and candid discussion which could be taken out of context were they to be made public, and would potentially have a chilling effect on other scientific debate. Unfortunately, these actions detract from legitimate questioning into the extent of the fossil fuel industry’s funding of climate science research.38 Grijalva later retracted the request for communication records.39

Select Investigative Panel Investigations of Individual Scientists

In some instances, issues fail to garner enough support for a committee to launch an investigation. But that doesn’t always mean one won’t happen anyway. The rules of the House of Representatives allow for members to form select investigative panels to explore matters they deem worthy of further examination.40 A good example of this came in the summer of 2015, following the release of videos that alleged to show Planned Parenthood staff speaking to biotechnology company officials about the provision of fetal tissue from legal abortions for research purposes. It is legal under federal law for Planned Parenthood to donate fetal tissue to research and be reimbursed for the costs associated with these donations but the videos, which were later proved to be doctored, gave the impression that the officials were selling the fetal tissue for a profit. Not surprisingly given the politically sensitive nature of such claims, the videos received significant attention from the press as well as from congressional committees.41

The House Energy and Commerce, Judiciary, and Oversight Committees all considered investigating the issue but chose not to proceed. However, Marsha Blackburn, an anti-abortion Republican congresswoman from Tennessee, was so outraged by the videos that she and others formed the House Select Investigative Panel on Planned Parenthood to further investigate the issue. The panel subpoenaed scientists, graduate students, doctors, and biotech company executives in an attempt to gain information about the alleged sale of tissue. After 15 months, and an alleged cost of $1.59 million, the panel published a 435-page report which recommended that the National Institutes of Health be required to stop funding fetal tissue research and that Planned Parenthood be stripped of all federal funding. A January 2017 article in Science examined the report’s findings and concluded that many were false. The report was heavily criticized by Democrats and media outlets.

Adding to the injury, a June 2016 open letter from the panel to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services included the names, mailing addresses, email addresses, and telephone numbers of many of the medical researchers subpoenaed or being investigated by the panel, opening them up to harassment and threats. One researcher, Dr. Eugene Gu, said that after this information became public, he was harassed by anti-abortion activists. He also faced hostility from colleagues and his employer and was forced to suspend his research as a result. He claimed he was not the only researcher forced to put their research on the backburner or even abandon it completely as a result of the panel’s inquiry.

Unbalanced Congressional Committee Hearings

Even hearings that are part of the normal course of congressional business can be heavily politicized and used to promote a false scientific narrative. The goal of hearings is supposed to be to gather information and give a broad understanding of the topic at hand to enable the committee to draft pertinent legislation. In order to do so, the witnesses selected to appear are supposed to provide a variety of perspectives and typically consist of a cross section of experts from industry, academia, non-profit organizations, and the government. However, hearing panels do not always present a balanced perspective on the issue at hand—for example, during the 115th Congress, Science Committee hearings related to climate change repeatedly featured panels on which three out of four witnesses disputed the scientific consensus on anthropogenic climate change.

---

On the House Natural Resources Committee, the Democrats released a report that found that of the 310 non-federal witnesses called to testify before that committee during the 115th Congress, nearly one-third were industry representatives with witnesses from the energy development industry, the largest group represented. Of those witnesses, more than two-thirds represented the coal, oil, and gas industries; only one witness was called from the renewable energy development industry. The committee also relied heavily on witnesses from think tanks rather than universities—62 percent to 38 percent—as sources of natural resources knowledge. This is illustrated by the fact that witnesses from the Heritage Foundation, a conservative think tank that disputes the scientific consensus on climate change, were disproportionately represented and testified more frequently than representatives from any other organization.

The report concluded that while industry representatives do have a role in testifying at hearings regarding U.S. public lands, they cannot be the predominant voice. “Academic researchers, policy and legal experts, conservation and cultural resources experts, climate change scientists, sportspersons’ groups, and individuals whose lives are affected by public lands decisions must have an equally large seat at the witness table,” they wrote. Furthermore, representatives from industry, most notably the energy development industry, should represent clean energy and other industry innovators, as well “dirty energy” representatives—a principle that should also apply to other congressional committees.

Unfortunately, ensuring balanced panels requires buy-in from everyone. In the current 116th Congress, Republican committee members have continued to call an inordinate number of industry executives and think tank “experts” as minority witnesses. While it is to be expected that each party will call witnesses that align with their political goals, groups with extreme views like the CO₂ Coalition (who claim that higher levels of CO₂ are beneficial) continue to have disproportionate presence on hearing panels.

Conclusions & Recommendations

The consequences of the overuse of Congressional investigatory powers, particularly the subpoena power, have been illustrated by recent events. During the 2019–20 impeachment proceedings, the Trump administration ignored many subpoenas, at one point even going as far as to tell federal employees to ignore all congressional subpoenas. And while other actions under the Trump administration, such as the NOAA “Sharpiegate”...
incident, have provided perfect examples of how congressional committees should oversee scientific activity and investigate instances where scientific integrity has been threatened, such oversight efforts have instead been met with blatant refusal to cooperate.

In that investigation, the Department of Commerce and the Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross refused to respond to multiple requests from the Science Committee for documents relating to the alleged threat made to NOAA and the National Weather Service to disavow their statements regarding the impact of Hurricane Dorian. This refusal to cooperate has so far hampered the committee’s ability to find out what happened and ensure that any violations of scientific integrity that took place are addressed. And while it’s certainly true that there are many reasons behind this increased refusal to cooperate, the precedents caused by witch hunts do erode Congress’s valid investigatory role.

The COVID-19 pandemic also illustrates how some congressional members attempt to question science and undermine vital research. On April 4, 2020, four members of the House Oversight Committee wrote to the committee chair seeking a hearing to investigate the models used to predict the pandemic. The representatives expressed concerns with the models used and the fact that these models underwent multiple varying revisions, even though public health experts have noted that model results are expected to change over time as the underlying assumptions evolve and more data is available to generate the models. It seems likely that there will be more attempts to investigate the science behind the nation’s response to the pandemic, and it is critical to ensure that research into all aspects of the pandemic is not hampered or politicized.

Congress must have the power to oversee scientific activities while also protecting these oversight activities from abuse. As an initial matter, the unilateral subpoena power does not seem to be an effective tool, either to oversee science or for other congressional activities. The subpoena has clearly lost a great deal of its effectiveness as a result of abuses and it now seems to be almost impossible to get cooperation even for a subpoena issued for a narrow, specific purpose. The current administration’s attitude towards science (as well as other issues) does not help the situation, so it is hard to quantify just how much the subpoena’s power has been eroded, but it is a concerning situation. Recent patterns seem to indicate that a return to a stricter set of requirements governing congressional subpoenas may be warranted in order to both help protect against abuses as well as ensure that properly issued subpoenas are complied with.

In terms of preventing baseless investigations, there should also be some guidelines in place to prevent investigations that fall more along the lines of harassment or personal attacks. For one, many of the sorts of investigations discussed above, if warranted, would likely be better conducted by an Inspector General, federal agency, or other entity operating with fewer opportunities for political grandstanding. A second preventative


52 See footnote 23

53 The authors of this letter were Chip Roy (R-TX), Thomas Massie (R-KY), Paul Gosar (R-AZ), and Glenn Grothman (R-WI). For more about this letter, see https://climate.law.columbia.edu/content/accuracy-scientific-models-questioned-house-members
measure would be to have investigations into scientific research to avoid seeking research communications and internal drafts unless absolutely necessary. Requesting these types of preliminary materials tends to chill free scientific inquiry and debate and dissuade others from conducting research into politically controversial topics, without providing insight into the sorts of issues that Congressional investigations are intended to uncover.

Tighter oversight of congressional panels would also be beneficial. Better conflict of interest disclosures could help prevent panels being stacked with multiple experts representing one particular company or industry standpoint. It may also be beneficial to limit the number of experts called from politically-funded think tanks (both those from the left and the right), especially when it comes to scientific issues, as such “experts” often don't have the scientific background to truly support their arguments.

Finally, universities and other research institutions should take action to provide greater support and protection for their employees who are subject to congressional inquiries. No researcher should be left out to dry as the result of politically motivated questioning, and institutions need to ensure their researchers are able to freely research topics that may end being controversial on either side of the aisle. Especially as the partisan divide threatens to deepen even further, protecting scientists from politically motivated attacks is more important than ever.
If you’re a scientist and would like a free, confidential consultation with one of our attorneys, please reach out.

Contact CSLDF at (646) 801-0853
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